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Okuma guide select pro trout spinning rod

I bought the Okuma GSP-S-802L and I can say they did well. The tip is very sensitive and sensitive, the rod has a large spine for the large tortilla. I throw 1/32 oz jigs for river trout so I chose the 8ft model. Along with Shimano 1000 class coils this rock rod. You get a lot of features that are at a much higher
price on this rod for Okuma. Order Chart#HookedOnTDReviewsQ&amp;& AShipping &amp;&amp; Returns Okuma Guide Select Pro Trout Spinning Rod Features: UFR-II: 30/40-ton fiber reinforced rod tip unidirectional technology, ultrasensitive premium fore carbon rod gaps and rear cuffs The same
specifications that Guide Select Pro vas Fore grips are customized with EVA and rubber cork inlays No questions or answers for this item. Show your investment in fishing gear. Please post pictures and videos of your fishing equipment, clothes, catches and lifestyle features in and out of the water. Let's
see what you have for the chance to win team FOR FREE! You can #HookedOnTD or UPLOAD YOUR IMAGE HERE to make it on our product or gallery pages. Do you see something you like? You can buy directly from the images we publish when the equipment we sell is presented! In-Stockat
TackleDirect – The article is available to ship from our Egg Harbor Twp, NJ warehouse immediately. The last known amount available is provided to the left of the In-Stock message. The article usually send the same business day if ordered at 14:00 ET, except economics methods can be delayed,
weekends excluded. * Available to our suppliers – The item is usually available in one of our suppliers stores and can be shipped directly from them or first sent to our facilities to comply. The last known amount available is provided to the left of the In-Stock message. Please refer to the details normally
sent in X to the 2nd line of the previous state, which are unique by brand and item. * More about Wayto TackleDirect- The item is not currently in stock, but is on its way or available to us to order and send from our warehouse or directly from a supplier, which will extend its delivery time. Please refer to the
details normally sent in X to the 2nd line of the previous state, which are unique by brand and item. * In order back to our suppliers – This article is currently in order and awaiting the inventory of our suppliers and will be sent to availability in first order, first to send base. The availability message will
provide an estimated arrival date, which can be unpredictable, as providers usually change these scheduled dates. LOW QTYat TackleDirect - The article has a low amount available to send from our warehouse Harbor Twp, NJ immediately. The last known amount available is provided to the left of LOW
QTY. The article usually send the same working day if sorted by 2:00 pm ET, except the Economy method can be delayed, weekends excluded. * LOW QTYat Our Vendor(s) - The item is available with a low quantity of our warehouse suppliers and can be shipped directly from them or first be shipped to
our The last known quantity available is provided to the left of LOW QTY. Please refer to the details Normally sent in X to the 2nd line of the previous state, which are unique by brand and item. * Contact us – This is a special case item. Contact us first by phone, email or live chat for a availability quote.
Pre-Order: This is a new or special order item with an often unpredictable delivery date. To book the following item available, please place your order and we will send you the item on the same day you arrive at our warehouse at first order, first to send it. * If the delivery time is critical and you need to be
100% sure that we can send an article immediately, please contact us first. We do not always know the state of the inventory in our warehouse or our suppliers until a product is requested. From time to time we do not have specific articles indicating the availability of IN-STOCK. Our inventory status
indicators are updated in almost real time, but are based on the latest known availability of specific items. If an item that is not available from the order will notify you by email or telephone. WARNING: This product may expose to chemicals such as Lead, which is known to the State of California for causing
cancer and birth defects or other reproductive damage. For more information, www.P65Warnings.ca.gov this cheaper item elsewhere? Give us a chance to match it, with our simple promise of direct price match. At TackleDirect, we make every effort to provide our customers with the lowest prices ahead,
as much as many items are protected by manufacturers' minimum retail price agreements. However, we will match any price offered by any legitimate retailer with a physical brick-and-mortar address in the United States. We will do our best to accommodate your price request that matches Amazon, eBay,
or e-commerce stores that do not maintain a physical address in the United States whenever possible. If you find an identical Brand New product at a lower advertised price that is in stock elsewhere that matches the above criteria, simply contact us through live chat, phone 888.354.7335 or email:
(sales@tackledirect.com) to complete your order. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc OkumaGuide Select ProSpinning RodsEACH SOLD SEPARATELY! CHOOSE YOUR SIZE/MODEL! Okuma Guide Select Pro Spinning Rod - Guide Select Pro rods have been designed to give fishermen a wand that will meet
all their demands for a salmon or steelhead wand with anything Okuma Guide Select Pro Rods are the latest in steel head bars. The 30/40 ton graphite is ultrasensitive and responds to the lightest of bites, but offers enough spine to pick up the line and set the hook on a long drift. FEATURES: 30/40
Ultrasensitive and carbon-sensitive ton With alps premium frames stainless steel guide ALPS super hard aliminum oxide L-ring guide inserts Premium Fuji Premium 3K reel seat woven carbon fiber above and rear cuffs Tip over connection from the maximum ferrule to Stainless steel hook supports of
strength and durability strategically positioned on the basis of the Guide Select Pro rod technique are supported by a limited lifelong management style of a manufacture A: 3 K Front woven and rear cuffs with spinning reel seat. C-style handlebars: Cork fore crucation and rear cork cuffs. Model GSP-S-
762UL Rod Power Ultra Light Rod Taper N /A Rod Length 7' 6 Line Weight (pounds) 2-6 Lure Weight (ozs) 1/8-1/2 oz Sections/Handle Style 2/C Length of the grit (in) 2 Reargrip length (in) 2 8-3/4 Guides 7 + Tip Weight (ozs) N/A Model GSP-S-802UL Rod Power Ultra Light Rod Taper N/A Rod Length 8'
0 Line Weight (pounds) 2-6 Lure Weight (ozs) 1/8-1/2 oz Sections/Handle Style 2/C Foregrip Length (a) 2 Reargrip length (en) 8-3/4 Guides 8 + Rod Weight Tip (ozs) N/A Model GSP-S-902ML Rod Power Medium Light Rod Taper N/A Rod Length 9' 0 Line Weight (pounds) 6~12 Lure Weight (ozs) 3/8~3/4
Sections/Handle Style 2/A Length of Distress (en) 2-3/4 Reargrip Length (en) 11 Guides 9 + Tip Rod Weight (ozs) 6.0 Model GSP-S-902M Rod Power Medium Rod Taper MF Length 9' 0 Line Weight (pounds) 8~17 Bait Weight (ozs) 3/8~1 Sections/Handle Style 2/A Foregrip Length(in) 2-3/4 Reargrip
Length (in) 11-1/4 Guides 9 + Tip Rod Weight (ozs) 6.1 Model GSP-S-962 Rod Power Light Rod Taper M Rod Length 9' 6 Line Weight (lbs) 4~10 Lure Weight (ozs) 1/8~3/8 Sections/Handle Style 2 / A Foregrip Length (in) 2-3/4 Reargrip Length (in) 11-1/4 Guides 9 + Tip Rod Weight (ozs) 5.8 Model GS P-
S-992ML Rod Power Medium Light Rod Taper MF Rod Length 9' 9 Line Weight (lbs) 6~12 Lure Weight (ozs) 3/16~1/2 Sections/Handle Style 2 / A Foregrip Length (in) 2-3/4 Reargrip Length (in) 11-1/4 Guides 9 + Tip Rod Weight (in) ozs) 6.1 Model GSP-S-992M Rod Power Medium Rod Taper N/A Rod
Length 9' 9 Line Weight (lbs) 8~17 Lure Weight (ozs) 3/8-1 Sections/Handle Style 2 / A Foregrip Length (in) 2-3/4 Reargrip Length (in) 11 Guides 9 + Rod Tip Weight (ozs) 6.1 Model GSP-S-1062M Rod Power Medium Rod Taper MF Rod Length 10' 6 Line Weight (lbs) 8~17 Lure Weight (ozs) 3/16~1/2
Sections/Handle Style 2 / A Foregrip Length (in) 2-3/4 Reargrip Length (in) 11-1/4 Guides 10 + Tip Rod Weight (ozs) 6.7 WARNING:: This product can expose to chemicals, including lead that is known to the State of California for causing cancer or other reproductive damage. For more information, go to
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. Limited Manufacturing Life Warranty Information for Custom Field Product Products Write review 5 Posted by Marc Goyan on October 2, 2020 First Day Out of the Box. Amazing! Not only did he land the largest Chinook River ever, more than 22 pounds. He did it easily. I
thought maybe I was under rodding when I bought it. No doubt now. I've stuck with fish that don't heard before. I was out fishing everyone there 5 to 1. This is a very sensitive rod, but it has a strong spine with tons ... and I mean tons of reserve power to get into the beach. I'm going to buy more rods from
that line. Thanks Tackle Haven!!! 5 5 by Jason Wagner on March 4, 2020 Don't Be Disappointed
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